NORTH AMERICAN STEEL
MANUFACTURERS OF
STEEL STORAGE SYSTEMS

KWIKERECT 1000 Steel Storage Shelving
SECTION 10 56 13
APPLICATIONS:
Commonly used for
general storage of small
items in areas where use
of particle board is not
permitted such as:
- Schools
- Banks
- Hospitals
- Parts Departments

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Components:
1.

Offset angle posts 2-1/8” x 1-1/8” with bolt holes on 1”
centres and clip square slots on 1” centres. Posts are
manufactured from 14 gauge steel. Offset posts are not to
be used as common posts.

2.

Steel shelves made from 20 or 18 gauge sheet steel with
front and back edges channel formed with an additional
return bend for additional strength. The sides have straight
90 degree bends.

3.

Back and side bracing for open type shelves manufactured
from 7/8” x 14 gauge strips. Two braces in the shape of an
‘X’ for each side and back are to be installed. For side-byside and back-to-back units one pair in the middle is
sufficient. For heights more than 99” two pair of braces are
required.

4.

Back and side panels for closed type shelving
manufactured from 24 gauge sheet steel.

5.

Additional components are angle reinforcements for
additional capacity, base kick-plate to improve housekeeping, foot plates to avoid damage to the floor, and
gussets for access from both sides.

6.

Compression type shelf clips with two (2) lugs that clip into
the square holes in the post.

7.

For large projects, special order beaded posts are available
which allow use of the full width of the shelf.

8.

Strength: strong enough for Mezzanine and High-Rise
applications. Post may be doubled for High-Rise and
Multi-Tier Mezzanines.

APPEARANCE:
- Standard Colour: Dove
Grey
- Powder Coated paint over
rust prohibiting undercoating.
- Shelving type: Steel
- Variety of accessories
Including back and side
panels and kick plates
- Compatible with full
extension modular drawers
- Most economical solution
for storage of hand-loaded
material compared to all
other shelving systems

BOLTLESS TYPE:
Beaded posts in the front
allow use of full width of the
shelf, without any space lost
behind face of angle.
Allows for easy removal and
adjustment of each shelf
without having to tilt it for
removal, or taking out any of
the adjacent shelves.
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